System Benefits

™

Incident Area Network for Decision Intelligence

•  Increased first responder protection and public safety
•  360-degree incident and event surveillance
•  Higher level of situational awareness and decision intelligence
•  Extendable range and secure transmission
•  Quick, easy set up requires no technical expertise
•  Self-powered with no dependency on external infrastructure
•  Compatible with existing agency surveillance tools

(bomb robots, pole cams, throw phones)

•  Force multiplier – personnel normally deployed to

monitor and report activity can be deployed elsewhere

ABOUT AGILEMESH, INC.

A surveillance system powered by
CommandMesh™ provides situational
awareness to Law Enforcement, Fire-EMS,
Homeland Security, VIP Protection, and
others. First responders benefit from a
360-degree view of incidents such as:

AgileMesh™, Inc. develops portable, on-scene wireless video surveillance and data communications
systems for use in Law Enforcement, Fire-EMS, Homeland Security and Loss Prevention applications.
Each AgileMesh™ solution is powered by their proprietary CommandMesh™ technology which optimizes
video signal processing and communications on the Incident Area Network (IAN). AgileMesh™ systems
provide incident and event commanders with an enhanced level of public safety management capability,

Creating a Total Incident
Intelligence Environment
Powered By
™

increased officer safety, more accurate incident action records, and greater liability protection. The
company, officially launched in 2006, is based in Richardson, Texas and serves top public safety agencies
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in the United States. AgileMesh™ may be contacted at info@agilemesh.com or visit www.agilemesh.com.

AgileMesh, Inc.  |  1761 International Parkway, Suite 113  | Richardson, Texas 75081
T 972.231.2122  |   F 972.231.2406  |  info@agilemesh.com  | www.agilemesh.com
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Hostage rescues
Active shooter events
Investigations
Fires
Natural disasters
Public celebrations
Political events
Sporting events

Existing Agency
Products

AgileMesh
Products

Bomb Robots

BodyView Series

Pole Cams

GroundView Series

Throw Phones

VehicleView Series

Thermal imagers

StealthView Series

Others

NetView Series

Examples of CommandMesh In Action

Why CommandMesh?
•   Integrates all surveillance devices (legacy and new)
– audio, video, or sensor
•   Creates unified command environment to view all camera positions
•   Eliminates line-of-sight requirements
•   Interoperates with other CommandMesh-equipped agencies

Covert Surveillance

What is an Incident
Area Network?
An Incident Area Network (IAN) is
a self-forming, temporary, network
infrastructure deployed at an
incident or event to support various
surveillance and communications
among first responders. Large scale
disasters highlight the importance
of public safety communication
networks and the inherent
problems when they fail. The ability
to coordinate emergency operations
is critical. Ideally, IANs are:

What is Mesh?
Mesh is a network communication
technology where each node
captures and disseminates its own
data and serves as a relay for other
nodes. So, all nodes broadcast data
in the network in a multi-point to
multi-point fashion.

·   Infrastructure independent (self
contained power, no requirement
for external connectivity)
·   Error-proof configuration, rapidly
deployed by non-technical and
untrained users
·   Self-forming, self-healing, and
high bandwidth

Suspicious activity is noticed near a retail center located in a declining
neighborhood. On a nightly basis, unauthorized vehicles briefly convene
behind the building. Since it has no fixed video surveillance system,
investigators decide to use CommandMesh together with analog PTZ
cameras they have on hand. They deploy undercover drop cars equipped
with these concealed cameras. Activity is picked up by the devices, ported
to a laptop, and viewed by a close-proximity arrest team. Without a line-ofsight, the team has adequate visibility of the area of interest and complete
PTZ control of the two deployed cameras. The operation succeeds and
headquarters requests that future deployments also utilize the 4G backhaul
capability of CommandMesh enabling remote viewing of an incident.
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Special Event Video Coverage
A major sporting event is held at a city’s new, domed stadium. Event
organizers anticipate crowds in excess of 100,000 and assign Police and
Fire Departments shared responsibility for the stadium and its surrounding
parking lots. Peak-time crowds prove challenging to a large scale deployment
of first responders for crowd surveillance to ensure public safety. Agency
leaders decide to deploy a CommandMesh solution featuring AgileMesh
Sentinel video nodes from the City’s PD and Watchtower video nodes from
the FD. The CommandMesh-powered cameras easily interoperate after an
error-free configuration and produce real-time video feeds for the Unified
Command Center. This solution acts as a “force multiplier” allowing public
safety agencies to see more of the event using a fraction of the personnel
previously required.
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Tactical Deployment
CommandMesh is an on-scene, incident
area wireless network for transmitting
real-time, tactical intelligence. The
result? Improved command decision
making, higher level of officer safety, and
greater protection of the public. With no
technical expertise required for setup,
first responders can quickly establish
an Incident Area Network (IAN) with
multiple observation positions around an
emergency incident or public event. Live,

recordable surveillance feeds from those
positions provide situational awareness to
multiple command locations.
Historically, temporary network
configuration and deployment is complex,
time consuming, and error prone. The
pressing need for continuous technical
expertise adds further burden. As a result,
deployable networking technology is not
widely used for incident management
encumbered with stress, chaos, and
time constraints.

CommandMesh easily deploys
anywhere in a matter of minutes to
provide an instant on-scene, wireless
network and runs on its own power.
What makes CommandMesh unique is
its ability to process real-time data from
virtually any kind of audio, video, or sensor
device and then transmit through multiple
communication channels. The resulting
system provides a range of “any device”
and “any connectivity” options.

Dispatch sends patrol to an armed carjacking in progress. They initiate
pursuit and apprehend several suspects, while two escape to a nearby
apartment location. After establishing a perimeter, a SWAT call-out is
made. Upon arrival, SWAT rapidly sets up a CommandMesh Incident Area
Network using AgileMesh Sentinel tripod-mounted camera nodes. This
provides command with 360-degree, live video surveillance of the building
and residence where the suspects are barricaded. SWAT relieves patrol officers
in the inner perimeter, deploys microphones into the location, and establishes
contact. They attempt to contact the suspects without success, insert a throw
phone, and prepare for forced entry if needed. The throw phone coupled with
the CommandMesh environment makes video available to both negotiators
and to the separately located incident command.
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